Mastery Group – Client Testimonies
"Stan's impact on our organization is palpable. Through his coaching, we have come to understand the value of
"productive community" for our enterprise and have become more effective leaders and mentors. His work has
resulted in personal, professional and institutional growth."
President Major Academic Health Center
Has worked with Mastery Group 7 years
"The Mastery Group’s coaching has caused me to challenge the status quo mentality resulting in improvements in
business relationships, professional development and personal growth."
Executive Vice President
World Class Energy Company
Has worked with Mastery Group 3 years
I cannot say enough about how my life has changed because of my relationship with Terry. And, how it's caused my
relationships with others to change due to our work together. I look forward to each week with him. His honesty,
integrity and friendship has been a gift I will cherish for a lifetime."
CEO - Owner
Solutions for Hair
Has worked with Terry for 2 years
"Stan has the ability to break down complex issues so that executives and managers can understand and then apply
proven leadership techniques. I have found this profoundly accurate analytical ability coupled with a gift of
communication to be a tremendous resource."
President
Greater Houston Partnership
Has worked with Stan one year
"As a Senior HR Executive, I have utilized executive coaches for 20 years. Stan Goss is by far the most effective
Executive Coach in America."
Senior HR Executive
Major Power Producer
Has worked with Stan 15 years
"As a result of The Mastery Group’s coaching, we have grown as individual leaders and thus, have been able to
achieve and surpass our operational goals as a successful team of professionals, while scoring the highest of our
peer departments in terms of employee satisfaction."
Vice President University Advancement
Has worked with Mastery Group 7 years
"My work with The Mastery Group has been invaluable in my personal and professional growth. While my work is
continuous, I believe that my leadership is more effective and I am a better human being since becoming involved
with Stan."
President
Regional Steel Distribution Company
Has worked with Mastery Group 2 years
"The Mastery Group is able to provide a mirror for our executives to see themselves in a way that has never been
possible before."
Senior HR Executive
Major Academic Health Center
Has worked with Stan 15 years
"I am in my first year of working with The Mastery Group and have had my best year ever, tripling my cash flow."
Executive Search Professional
Has worked with Mastery Group for 1 year

